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Enhance Your Information Exchange Between Suppliers, 
Wholesalers and More: 
Fashion moves quickly—and your data needs to flow even faster for global supply chains to meet and 
exceed customer demands. You need to be able to quickly exchange critical business documents and 
transaction confirmations with vendors and customers. EDI in supply chain management will keep you 
connected to your Global Supply Chain Partners effectively and accurately. 

Find your electronic communications solution with Exenta’s EDI (electronic data interchange) software. 
Exenta’s electronic data interchange solution enhances information exchange between apparel brands 
and their suppliers, wholesalers, retailers, third-party manufacturers (3PM) and third-party logistics 
providers (3PL). EDI allows you to communicate securely and easily from system to system electronically 
instead of using paper, keeping every aspect of the global supply chain operations visible.

With EDI, apparel and home goods brands benefit from a fast pipeline of timely, mission-critical 
information about production, inventory, warehouse logistics and retail, while reducing error-prone data 
entry. In addition to enhancing visibility while reducing costs, brands that leverage EDI in supply chain 
management position themselves to do business with the world’s largest retailers and e-commerce 
platforms, many of whom require EDI as their standard for information exchange.

Exenta EDI, an Aptean Fashion 
Software Solution

Communicate 
Securely and Easily  
with Global Supply 
Chain Partners
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Key Features
› Improve order accuracy

› Reduce order processing times

› Increase global supply chain visibility

› Greater operational efficiency

› Faster communication with vendors and customers
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Electronic Data Interchange, Simplified
Exenta’s EDI supply chain solution empowers the flow of critical information throughout global supply chains, 
giving you unsurpassed visibility into the status of your production operations, inventory, logistics, and order 
processing. You and your international partners benefit from a seamless exchange of all of the transactional 
information needed to keep production and order fulfillment moving swiftly. EDI in supply chain management 
can streamline and expedite your communication with global affiliates. 

Exenta’s electronic data interchange software provides the information you need to ensure retail compliance 
and to deliver better, more informed customer service that strengthens long-term business relationships. In 
addition to Exenta’s electronic data interchange solution, Exenta ERP provides consistent data handling across 
multiple channels, including pre-built integration into the most successful e-commerce channels such as 
Shopify, Magento and Amazon.



Are you Ready to 
Learn More?
Interested to see how Exenta’s premium 
fashion software can help transform your 
business?

Request a free demo today at  
www.exentago.com/demo-request.
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About Aptean 
Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain 

solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions 

serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, 

services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed. 

For more information, visit www.aptean.com.


